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Introduction 

FIRST-RATE was produced to accompany the inception of Olivia Fauland’s art collection, which 

was initially presented in the 2014 Emily Carr University of Art + Design Degree Exhibition. 

The included essays were commissioned by Fauland.





Thirty Questions and Forty-Seven Statements About Value. 

Lexie Owen
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Value is relational.

Value is social.

Value is always in flux.
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Value is ascribed in accordance to the accumulation of an object’s component parts. 

What happens when an object has no component parts?

Or when the difference between objects is ephemeral? Qualitative, not quantitative.
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I value my grandmother’s watch because it holds within it a sense of history. !!!!!
! ! ! ! An intangible component. The quality I value most is that she wore it. 

Does value then become a judgement of an object’s ability to house intangible !!!!!
! ! ! qualities?  

Is this why we value art? 
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Value is a reflection of a particular moment or context. 

It is indelibly linked to place and time.
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Is this why we value particular gestures, particular acts of labour more than others? !!!!
! ! ! Have we bought into the myth that one act is substantively different from another? !

! ! ! ! ! ! Simply because it takes place in the factory rather than the studio?

 Do these acts of labour also become containers for intangible passengers? 

If acts of labour can become containers for intangibles do !!!!!!!!
! ! ! these intangibles bleed into the product of labour? 
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Is this why we value craft? 
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If art objects are valuable because they become houses for intangible emotional !!! !!
! !        indicators and craft objects are valuable because they house the intangible remnants of !

! ! ! ! ! ! a special act of labour, is admiring either hopelessly utopic?  !!
! ! ! ! ! Are we yearning for the ultimate unrequited (or rather inrequitable) emotion? 

We can’t extract intangibles. There are no sentimentality mines. !!!!!!!
! ! ! The fruits of passion can not be picked. And if they could or if there were who would !

! ! ! ! ! ! mine the sentimentality quarry, or labour in the passion field? Not you or I. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! And this distance would render these products ‘inauthentic’. 

The hands of the unprivileged would mar this thin veneer of value.
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But this comparison is ridiculous. 
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Objects are not feelings. 

Intangibles can’t be measured. 
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Intangibles are relational.

Intangibles are social. 

Intangibles are always in flux. 
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Intangibles seem to be inextricably bound to concepts of value. 

Value is never cut and dry. 

Even in colour theory value is relative. Relative lightness or darkness. 
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When a thing is defined in relation to something ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
else it becomes hard to trace its ontological qualities.  
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We can say, with confidence or not, whether an object is !!!!!!!!
! ! ! ! valuable for its inherent, intrinsic, qualities or its extrinsic ones. 

This becomes convoluted when we start thinking about art. 

Let’s think on the periphery of art. 
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A stereo is valuable because I can use it as an instrument to listen to music.  

Music is valuable because it is music. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Or more accurately, music is valuable when we recognize it ontologically as music. 

Strings of notes, rhythm, or their lack indicate the entity we know to be “music.” ! ! ! ! ! !
We recognize jazz, blues, rap, opera, and Tibetan throat singing all as this same entity. ! ! ! ! !
Once we recognize the ontological category “music” we know the thing we are ! ! ! ! ! !
xperiencing has cultural value. 

We may not recognize what the cultural value is, but its existence is clear.  
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In this instance value is ascribed before a judgement. !!!!!!!!!
! ! Value is recognized, but not understood.!!!!!!!!!

! ! ! ! Once value is recognized, judgements are made- !!!!!
! ! ! ! ! ! is the music “good” or “bad”? !!!!!!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Do we appreciate the culture it comes from? !!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Do we despise the culture it comes from? 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Does the music carry another type of value? 

An economic value? 

An ethical value? 
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Are these values inherent? or are they external? 
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Is art valuable because it is art? Because we recognize it ontologically as art?

Is art valuable because of the identity of the artist who made it? 

Is art valuable because it makes me, the viewer, experience something? 
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Is art valuable as an instrument for feeling, an instrument for experiencing? 

Or is it simply valuable because it is art?
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Is art an ontological container for meaning? 

Or does art perform a double function? 

Is it both the container and the content? 
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Like music, we recognize the cultural value of art before we judge it as such. ! ! ! ! ! !
We could consider this cultural value to be a “primary” value. 

The ‘awesomenivore’ my 8-year-old doodles on a placemat at a diner with crayons is !! ! ! !
just as much art as the Mona Lisa; the inclusion of one into this ontological category ! ! ! ! !
does nothing to dispel the other. 

But these art objects hold very different secondary values. !! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Secondary values bound to these questions above. !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Bound in such a way that makes us ask not if but how. 
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Not IF an object is valuable, but rather HOW we value it. 
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Art is valuable because it is art. 

How it is valuable is an entirely different question. 
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Value is relational.!!!

Value is social.

Value is always in flux. 
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The $100 Walk

Going on a walk with my new one hundred dollar bill today. Before I depart for my one hundred

dollar walk, I empty the contents of my wallet on the table by my front door: two bankcards—

debit and credit—a library card, gallery memberships, a March bus pass, an expired drivers

license and my old student ID card. The last thing to account for is a coupon to redeem one free

cup of tea at DAVIDsTEA. I have a friend who was employed there in her undergrad. She is

animated, amiable and perfect for retail. She was perfect for DAVIDsTEA too but she cares less

for tea than she does about Eastern European commerce. She described the employee-training

program to me in a single sentence: “Greet the customer within thirty seconds and make them

buy tea.” Her eyes widened and her words slowed when she said make them buy tea. She’s doing

her masters in political science now and I have a coupon for a free cup of tea from this place

where they trained her so lucidly to hawk it. But I know why I have a coupon for a free cup of

tea. Why I have a coupon for a free cup of tea is because once I go in there to redeem a free cup

of tea, I’m meant to sheepishly realize how cheap I will appear if I don’t purchase anything. Why

I have a coupon for a free cup of tea is because someone, who already knew what I realize now,

gave it to me. I leave the contents of my wallet on the table and put the coupon in my jacket

pocket, where whatever value it has feels relatively diminished next to my one hundred dollar

bill.

    A few blocks from my apartment, I start craving a cigarette. Feeling around my pockets for a

light, I become annoyed because I detect a familiar lump in my jean pocket—$2.25. Since I’m on

street lined with parking meters, I put a quarter in the nearest one and see that five minutes have

been added to the remaining twenty. Seems unfair to deposit a whole forty-five minutes into a

single parking meter, but this is a $100 walk, not a $102.25 walk. After resolving that, I nearly

forgot to smoke. Flipping open my pack I stare into the space where all my cigarettes were before

I smoked or gave them all away last night at the snack bar. A couple days ago when I purchased

this now empty pack, the woman at the store told me that tobacco prices were going up

tomorrow. I misinterpreted her and replied,

    “Belmonts are going up?”

    “Well, all cigarettes.”

I reacted with mild surprise,

    “What, really?”

Then resentment,

    “Why?”

And then defeat,

    “Ah well, it’s happened before.”

Perhaps she expected me to buy two packs, I bought just one knowing that in a couple of days

they would cost a little more. However, this is a $100 walk, not an $87.59 walk. I don’t have

cigarettes, I don’t have a destination—I have a coupon for a free cup of tea from DAVIDsTEA.
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The coupon is shaped like a small paper cup in their signature turquoise, like Tiffany’s blue,

which is turquoise. It is almost as if I already have a cup of tea in my pocket, but I don’t, which is

the point I suppose. To not want and almost have leads to a desire that you never had. Surprise!

Desire. During America’s post-war housing explosion, sea foam came standard for kitchens.

According to something I read somewhere, I can’t recall where—I know it was not anything like

October or The New Left Review, I’m almost certain it was in The Gentlewoman, the one with

Adele on the cover—there is a link between the popularity of sea foam green cabinets and the

sedation of radical sentiments potentially aroused by disillusionment with the Stepford

condition. Whenever I bring this article up somebody almost always mentions hospital scrubs

operating in a similar way, and no one is really in disbelief that our subversive inclinations could

be so easily dissuaded by a pastel. I’m not sure if the subliminal effect transmits as ‘it’s going to

be okay’ or ‘roll over and die’, or ‘it’s going to be okay if you roll over and die’.

As I approach the turquoise tea palace, I can see a turquoise sandwich board coming into lurid

focus. It instructs me to “KEEP CALM AND DRINK DAVIDSTEA” I am pretty calm because I

have a $100 dollar bill and I’m about to receive a cup of tea at no cost at all. I enter through a pair

of thick glass doors and was greeted eleven seconds later by a chipper female voice,

    “Hello!”

The second syllable is lower in tone and drawn out, hell-lowhw, but sustains a sweet welcoming

quality.

    “How’s it going?” The last syllable of that phrase is the same.

    “Are you looking for anything specific today or have any questions about our tea?”

I want to say, “Isn’t it David’s tea?” but I keep it to myself because I’m not a funny Dad. I have

to decide right now if I’m going to look at a gallery of loose-leaf paraphernalia first, or order my

tea and flee, but it’s impossible to think quickly. I’m looking at a lot of tea.

    “Hi, good, I’m just going to get a tea to go,” I reply.

Her smile dismisses me as a potential sale. I scan the row of maté: chocolate rocket, cocoa canela

(organic), green mate, guayusa (also organic), honey bee, jumpy monkey, jungle ju ju, main

squeeze, queen of tarts. I find the more saccharine names for their teas more suited to ice cream

or cheap candy. Nearby, a customer is piqued by a tea named Three Wishes and asks what its

like, followed by a description of the tea, which is a delicate blend of black and green tea with

three types of flower petals. I think these names are meant to rouse curiosity, but they piss me

off. Less calm now, I look at the sales girl and order a straight yerba maté because the taste kind

of reminds me of smoking a cigarette. She seems pleased, almost congratulatory, and starts

making it. To my left is a shelf beaming with bamboo accented tea tumblers. While she has her

back turned to me, she is still talking and reminds me that it has two-thirds the caffeine content

of a cup of coffee but gets interrupted by a voice,

    “If I get it in the silver tin, do you refill it at a discount?”
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She turns around with the steeping maté and places it on the counter. She turns to the customer

and in a very sympathetic tone acknowledges what a great policy that is but tells her but no and

she’s so sorry. I’m less calm now so I reach for the tea while she’s still commiserating with the

customer. Perhaps they can sense that I have a coupon. I slide the tea closer to my side of the

service counter. The bottom of the cup is less than half an inch above the counter’s surface when

the chipper girl asks me how I want to pay. I want to tell her, I’m on a $100 walk, not a $96.75

walk but I just reach into my jacket pocket. My hand emerges from the pocket with the coupon

nestled inside the folded bill. After pulling them apart, in one hand I have the $100 dollar bill,

which is coming home with me; in the other I have the coupon, which is going to her. I slide the

turquoise coupon in the shape of a cup over and put the bill back in my jacket pocket. I cannot

say if we are now smarter than shades of sea foam.

On my way home, I’m sipping my free tea and looking at things. As I approach the meter-lined

street, I see that the car parked in the spot where I deposited all my change has driven away, and

another car is parked there now. I can’t remember what color the first car was, but its

replacement is a variation on beige. Maybe it’s fawn, like a pale brown, buff, or sand, no more

like sandy, or oatmeal, or khaki, no that’s still vague, biscuit with coffee, not quite coffeecolored,

more café au lait, definitely not camel, less exotic. I can’t decide what shade of beige this

car is. I’ve seen bottles of nail polish that seem very resolved in their nomenclature, but the color

of this car evades christening in a rather despairing way. Having spent an inordinate amount of

time looking at the car, a neighbor might suspect I want to steal it, but the notion of cruising

around in such an inoffensive color feels like warm tastes. In the meter, is a red rectangle

flashing in a quiet alarming way. I arrive home to the contents of my wallet, still sprawled on the

table. My roommate is home now, on the balcony smoking,

    “Hey, where’d you go?” she asks in a suspiciously benign tone.

I start to put all my cards back into my wallet, one at a time.

    “Just for a walk, how was work?”

She starts leaning in the doorframe and takes a long drag of her cigarette. She kind of looks a

little noir. She’s going to ask me something else.

    “Got off early. Do you by any chance have the hundred dollars I lent you last week?”

I fish the bill out of my jacket pocket, enter the balcony, and pay her.

    “Mind if I have one?” I’ve finished my tea.

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 — Steffanie Ling
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